September 5, 2022

**Cyberattacks on Hospitals Have Killed People**

Health care data breaches have impacted 113 million people since 2020. That’s one-third of our population. More than two-thirds of health care organizations had a significant incident in the previous year, mostly phishing or ransomware attacks.

A recent report said about one in four cyberattacks resulted in increased mortality by delaying care. In other words, people died. In France, a hospital went back to pen and paper when a ransomware attack shut it down.

Congress mandated the move to online-accessible digital medical records. Congress put your privacy, your life, and national security at risk. Learn who did it and why. The third printing of my book, *Big Brother in the Exam Room*, is now available online.

“HHS cybersecurity office overwhelmed,” Axios Vitals, August 29, 2022: [https://bit.ly/3q7qBxA](https://bit.ly/3q7qBxA)

“Hackers have laid siege to U.S. health care and a tiny HHS Office is buckling under the pressure,” Ben Leonard, POLITICO, August 28, 2022: [https://politi.co/3qaOODg](https://politi.co/3qaOODg)

"Big Brother in the Exam Room" — available at [Amazon.com](http://Amazon.com) and [ItascaBooks.com](http://ItascaBooks.com)
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